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Meet ARID, the intelligent, Cloud-based, solution that
allows organizations to capture and organize equipment
assets in a central location. ARID uses Machine Learning
and Artificial Intelligence (AI) to analyze assets names and
values, identify inconsistencies and make
recommendations based on industry standards.

It eliminates the manual labor associated with creating
and normalizing Enterprise Asset Information, while
enhancing data organization, integrity, and accuracy.

CLOUD-BASED ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE FOR YOUR
ASSET DATA

Master Asset
Registry

Manage all the information about
your assets and attributes in
a centralized online data
repository for data dictionaries.

Improved Data
Integrity

Use AI to refine your existing
enterprise data by finding similarities
in the database for optimized data
integrity across teams. 

Data Dictionary
Utilization

Leverage any Cloud connected
device so your teams can easily
revisit any data dictionary record
anytime, anywhere.

ARID takes the work out of asset data management by leveraging predicitive analysis and artifical
intelligence to provide recommendations on what asset attributes should be used. It focuses on the
type of attributes needed for each asset, based on your profile, and universal best practices.

Stop spending time managing multiple spreadsheets with various data points.

"Before ARID, the asset data existed on nearly 100 excel spreadsheets
and faced a delay of 6 months to process all of the data. Within 3 weeks
of using ARID, the data was cleaned up in our cloud-based application.
ARID saved the asset management program nearly $1m." 
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Microdesk is a Global BIM and EAM consulting
firm dedicated to assisting design, construction
and operations teams with improving workflows
and integrating BIM, VDC and EAM technologies.
Using software from industry leaders such as
Autodesk and IBM, combined with our vision
and passion for sustainably meeting the
demands of urbanization, our team of industry
experts is redefining project deliver and asset
management.   

Asset information is pivotal for construction, operations and maintenance teams. Microdesk is
excited to offer a solution that that will streamline the process and reduce the effort required
to manage asset data information, while maximizing the quality of data.

Some of the latest features available in the ARID platform are: 

To learn more about ARID, visit www.microdesk.com/arid. 

EMBRACE AI-DRIVEN ASSET MANAGEMENT

Updated User Interface for More
Intuitive Navigation and Functionality

View Assets Across an Enterprise with
Cloud Community

Data Dictionary Health Report Scores
Asset Library in Real-Time

Library Audit Reports Including User,
Time and Action Type

Functional Asset Categorization and
Classification

Simplified Startup Wizard Integrates
Level of Detail Based on Client Needs


